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154 out of 184 students

Questionnaire



  

How would you rate your personal interest in the 
environment and climate protection?



  

Are you taking action for the 
environment?



  

What do you already do? 
Write it down.

I throw my rubbish in the bins and not in the streets. I try to respect the environment. 
I use paper bags and reusable bags for grocery shopping.

I recycle materials at home and sometimes pick up rubbish when I see it on the 
ground or at the beach.

I never litter, I don't buy clothes from fast fashion stores every week, don't waste 
water and electricity.

Every saturday I go with my family in the the park to take off the trash from the trees 
and from the grass.

I m vegetarian, always participate in recycling or upcycling and shop ethically from 
thrift or vintage stores in order to reduce co3 and waste production - 
@dionysisdaramouskas on instagram.

I recycle, I avoid purchasing non reusable products if Ican,such as straws and 
plastic bags and cups, I turn off any light when I'm exiting a room and generally 
trying to reduse my daily use of non reusable energy sources

I haven't done anything but I will do in the future



  

Are you trying to reduce your 
waste ?



  

Do you see the necessity to do 
something for the environment?



  

How would you react if you saw somebody 
polluting the surroundings by dropping 

rubbish on the ground?



  

Do you recycle at school?



  

Do you recycle at your house?



  

Have you ever reuse things that you could 
throw away?



  

As a school, do you think we do enough for the 
environment?



  

What do you think we could do (better)? Write 
down your ideas.

each one of us could reduce their personal waste and recycle more

we should put recycling bins around the scool in order to recycle electronic devices 
or paper, glass and aluminium. The school can also raise awareness on the issue by 
properly informing the students and motivating them to do more to protect the 
environment

plant more trees and start a campaign about the enviroment

we can redue ravel by car

we can still recycle in every house so that there is not a lot of rubbish on the streets

in schools do some programs on the subject of the environment

we can start to change our cars to electric ones to reduse the toxics in the air from 
the gas

we should start a composting area and inform the students/teachers how it works

...........



  

What would you think about a collective 
campaign to collect rubbish?



  

Thank you all !!!
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